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By Sandy Krolick

Islands Press. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 340
pages. Dimensions: 7.9in. x 5.2in. x 0.9in.Set at the foot of the
Altai Mountains in Western Siberia, VERONIKA is a tale of love
and betrayal. Love of one young man for a woman he could
never forget; betrayal of his family, his land, and an entire
people. Spanning continents, it is a story with indelible
recollections of a childhood in the uncultivated Eurasian Steppe
and wild Siberian forests, and the more civilized dreams of a
future the hero does not yet fully understand. It is about his
transformation from a simple boy with roots in the Russian soil,
to a globetrotting entrepreneur with ever mounting ambition.
Having spent the past five years living at the foot of the Altai
Mountains on Russias Western Steppe, Krolick gives us an eye-
opening work of cross-cultural upmarket fiction. Based upon
events unfolding in Russias march towards modernization, it
plunges deep into the myth, mystery, and psyche of an archaic
worldview being swept away in Siberias headlong rush to the
West. This item ships from multiple locations. Your book may
arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Paperback.
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Extensive manual for publication fans. It is actually filled with knowledge and wisdom You can expect to like how the
author compose this pdf.
-- Alvina  R unte PhD-- Alvina  R unte PhD

This pdf is really gripping and exciting. Yes, it is actually perform, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. I
am just effortlessly can get a pleasure of looking at a published pdf.
-- Tony Dickens-- Tony Dickens
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